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ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE 
Special 

MR J.H.D. DAY (Kalamunda — Leader of the House) [5.05 pm]: I move — 

That the house at its rising adjourn until Tuesday, 16 February 2016 at 2.00 pm. 

It is of course customary at this stage of the year and in moving such a motion to reflect on some of our activities 
this year and to place on record the number of bills we have dealt with and the number of questions that have 
been answered and so on. 

We commenced sitting on 17 February 2015 and we have had 66 sitting days, including three days of estimates 
hearings on the budget bills, as is the usual practice. I am advised that 47 government bills have been introduced 
into the Assembly since we commenced sitting, of which six were received from the Council. As of this 
afternoon, 48 bills have been passed by the house and 36 have passed through both houses and received 
royal assent; there might even have been one more than that, but it was approximately that number. A further 
two or three bills are awaiting royal assent. I am pleased to say that this is an increase on the number of bills 
passed last year, when 37 bills passed through the Assembly and 28 received royal assent. It felt like we had 
actually made slower progress this year, so I am pleased there has been an increase in our output of legislation. 
However, the measure of a successful government, of course, is not simply or even primarily based on the 
number of bills that are passed, but more importantly on the quality and significance of the legislation, as well as 
on reform and the reduction of red tape wherever possible and, of course, the many other actions and outcomes 
a government can achieve in the wider community. 

In reflecting upon the legislation we have passed this year, there have been some particularly notable pieces of 
legislation. Some that come to mind include the City of Perth Bill 2015, which recognises Perth as the capital of 
the state and amends the local government boundaries of the Cities of Perth and Subiaco, and establishes 
a special role for the capital city and the Lord Mayor; the Railway (Forrestfield–Airport Link) Bill 2015, which 
will provide for a significant piece of infrastructure; the Alumina Refinery (Mitchell Plateau) Agreement 
(Termination) Bill 2015, which ratifies that termination agreement; the Conservation and Land Management 
Amendment Bill 2015; and, just this week, the introduction of the Biodiversity Conservation Bill 2015, which is 
a significant step forward in replacing very outdated legislation—I know the drafting of that bill has taken some 
time and it is pleasing that it is now in the public arena; the Mining Legislation Amendment Bill 2015, which 
streamlines government and industry mining practices and is also a very substantial piece of legislation; and just 
this week, the Public Health Bill 2014 and the Public Health (Consequential Provisions) Bill 2014 have passed 
through this house, which is a significant achievement given the length and complexity of the primary bill. This 
is the first time bills have been dealt with in a Standing Committee on Legislation since 2004. From my 
observations and from what I have been advised, it has been a very successful process, because it meant that an 
extensive amount of time was not taken up in the main chamber, but also there was the ability for advisers to be 
able to speak in response to questions in a way that they cannot in the main chamber. Given the amount of detail 
within those bills, it certainly has been an appropriate use of the Legislation Committee. It sets a good example 
for that process to be maybe used on a slightly more frequent basis in the future. 

It was also very pleasing for the Bell Group Companies (Finalisation of Matters and Distribution of Proceeds) 
Bill 2015 to pass through the Assembly last night. It needed another amendment in the Legislative Council 
today, and that has been agreed to and, as I think Mr Speaker has said, it has now received assent from the 
Governor. 

I also acknowledge the passage of the very historic Constitution Amendment (Recognition of Aboriginal People) 
Bill 2015, introduced by the member for Kimberley and passed with government support, as well as also more 
recently the introduction of the Noongar (Koorah, Nitja, Boordahwan) (Past, Present, Future) Recognition 
Bill 2015. Debate has started on that bill and I hope it will be completed in the early part of next year. 

This year, as in previous years, the government’s legislation has also made a significant contribution to 
improving the safety of the community through a number of bills, including the Criminal Law Amendment 
(Home Burglary and Other Offences) Bill 2014, the Misuse of Drugs Amendment (Psychoactive Substances) 
Bill 2015, the Terrorism (Extraordinary Powers) Amendment Bill 2015 and the Liquor Legislation Amendment 
Bill 2015, which amongst other things probably most importantly dealt with the issue of secondary supply of 
liquor to people under the age of 18 years, and it has been important to put that into effect before the end of the 
school year activities. 

On the matter of parliamentary questions, as of yesterday, members of the opposition had placed 1 493 questions 
on notice. I am pleased to say that is 155 fewer than last year. It is still more than enough. I do not know how 
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many full-time equivalents were involved in answering them, but it would be substantial. Of those, the 
government has responded to 1 470. 

Mrs M.H. Roberts: I’m glad you said “responded” and not “answered”. 

Mr J.H.D. DAY: I am sure that they have been answered at least if not more effectively and adequately than 
when our roles were reversed, member for Midland. 

As of yesterday, 1 039 questions without notice have been answered, and for comparison that is approximately 
35 more than last year and 100 more than the year before that. The number of questions occurring in question 
time has increased over the last couple of years and that presumably is partly as a result of at least on quite 
a number of occasions relatively brief answers being given by ministers. I know I always try to limit the length 
of answers that I give. 

I acknowledge the contribution of all members of the house in their own ways to the various debates that we 
have had, led of course by the Premier on the government’s side and the Leader of the Opposition on the 
opposition side. I thank you for your role, Mr Speaker, the Deputy Speakers and the government Whip, who I am 
pleased to say is in the chamber at the moment. We have all had a learning experience today. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Right, thank you. 

Mr J.H.D. DAY: I think it is fair to say that it is the case that there generally has been a cooperative 
arrangement between the government and opposition in the passage of legislation. It is not exclusively the case, 
and I guess it is never really exclusively the case, but generally speaking it has been a cooperative approach on 
more occasions than not. I particularly thank my counterpart in the opposition, the member for Midland, and the 
opposition Whip, the member for Mandurah, who, as I mentioned earlier today, is unable to be here at the 
moment, for facilitating the outcomes in the majority of cases. 

I also take the opportunity to thank all members of the Assembly staff and the Parliament who make it possible to 
ensure that the chamber operates as seamlessly as possible. I thank the Clerk, Kirsten Robinson, who has recently 
assumed that role following the retirement of the long-serving former Clerk Peter McHugh to whom we said 
a farewell only about six or so weeks ago. I thank Kirsten for the role she plays and to all of her colleagues, whom 
I will name in a moment, and our apologies for giving them such a fright and putting them under such a substantial 
degree of pressure to sort out the mess that was created by the members of this chamber earlier today. 
Several members interjected. 
Mr B.S. Wyatt: Don’t drag us into this. 
Mr J.H.D. DAY: There is no question that the opposition had a role in that. 
Several members interjected. 
Mr J.H.D. DAY: Given that we are getting to the end of the year and Christmas is approaching, I think we can 
approach this in a spirit of goodwill. But it is the case that whenever there is an issue or problem in here there is 
a way to fix it one way or another, and we can only do that with the advice of the Clerk and all the other staff in 
here, including the Deputy Clerk, Scott Nalder; Clerk Assistants Liz Kerr and Mathew Bates; and Sergeant-at-
Arms Isla Macphail, who is waiting to carry the Mace to the end of the chamber here for the final time this year. 
I also acknowledge and thank all other staff of the Assembly: Rachel Wells, Denis Hippolyte, Patrick Cook, 
Lachlan Gregory, Jade Fusco, Alison O’Shaughnessy, Maddison Barnsby, Anne Day and Jaclyn Berry. I also 
acknowledge all the other staff of the Assembly, in particular the committee staff and the parliamentary 
education presenters who play a valuable role in educating mainly school students but also other members of the 
public who come here to learn about the operations of Parliament. As I have said before, whenever I walk past 
one of those groups taken by Michael Loney, for example, I always learn something about the history of the 
Parliament or the history of Western Australia. They are very informative. 
I thank all the other members of the parliamentary staff who are important in the operations of the building and 
the institution, led by Russell Bremner, the Executive Manager of Parliamentary Services, and all the staff, 
including, of course, the Hansard staff who do such a wonderful job putting it into the written form and making 
what we say seem intelligible, even though it might not have been intelligible when it was first delivered. 
I thank all the Catering Services staff, led by Enno Schijf, and the Library and Information Services staff, led by 
Judy Ballantyne. The library is, of course, in my view the most enjoyable and probably important part of this 
building in some respects. 
I thank all the Administration/Executive, Building Services, Finance, Human Resources, 
Information Technology and Security services staff and the other staff outside of the main building, including the 
gardeners and cleaning staff. I thank all members of the media, whose hospitality we are about to enjoy and 
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I acknowledge the very important role that they play, including deciphering what is going on and informing us 
about some of what we are involved in, which might not be so apparent at the time! 
I thank all my staff and those in the Premier’s office who play an important role in facilitating government business 
and, indeed, the operations of the chamber in particular. I acknowledge my chief of staff, Denise Mitchell, who is in 
the Speaker’s gallery and who took over the role earlier this year from Lorissa Kelly, who after seven years with me 
left the role of chief of staff and who is, I am very pleased to say, still in the public sector. In fact, next week she 
will be taking up a senior position in the Department of Planning, coincidentally. I acknowledge Nick Hagley, and 
Rebecca Nielson who was working in the government office until earlier this year when she went back to her 
substantive role. I acknowledge Thamis Kint who is also on secondment and has been facilitating the management 
of government business. I thank Ciara Clarke from my office who has had a rapid learning experience taking over 
the role that Denise previously held in managing government business here and, of course, my other ministerial 
staff who have been particularly involved in the operations of Parliament. I mentioned Nick Hagley who is very 
experienced in the management of government in here and more widely as well. In conclusion, I wish all members 
and staff of the Assembly and Parliament and their families a very happy and safe Christmas and new year period. 
We look forward to seeing everybody back here somewhat refreshed and ready for the final year of this four-year 
parliamentary term in February of next year. 
MRS M.H. ROBERTS (Midland) [5.19 pm]: Although I share a love of the arts with the Leader of the House, 
it will not surprise people to learn that I do not agree with him on everything—but we have found some further 
mutual ground tonight, I think, Leader of the House, because I, too, would like to thank the same very long list 
of people he already has. Without repeating all those very many names and all the very many people who assist 
us in our work here at Parliament House, I would like to thank all those people who assist us and maintain this 
building and help us function in our duties. I will, however, single out a couple of people. One is the former 
Clerk of the house, Peter McHugh, for his long service; I think it appropriate that I especially recognise his long 
service to the Legislative Assembly. I hope he is enjoying his holiday in South America or wherever he happens 
to be currently. I also want to especially acknowledge Kirsten Robinson for being the first woman to take on the 
role of Clerk of the Assembly. It is a significant milestone in the history of this place. 

While on the topic of the history of this place, one very, very significant piece of legislation went through this 
house this year thanks to the member for Kimberley. The member for Kimberley brought forward legislation 
that, for the first time, recognised Aboriginal people in the state Constitution. It was a momentous occasion that 
was, of course, long overdue. It will not correct all the wrongs of the past, but I think it places us on a very firm 
footing for the future. Special congratulations on that achievement to the member for Kimberley. It was 
especially fitting that a Gidja woman was able to bring that legislation before the house. I also acknowledge my 
close colleague the member for Victoria Park for his role in that process and on the Joint Select Committee on 
Aboriginal Constitutional Recognition; I know it was great day for him and his family. 

I want to also especially single you out, Mr Speaker, and the Assembly staff for special thanks, because your 
staff and the chamber staff are of excellent assistance to us. 

There is one group of staff the Leader of the House did not thank, and that is the Leader of the Opposition’s 
staff, who also, I might add, do a brilliant job of supporting us on this side of the house. I thank Guy Houston 
and the Leader of the Opposition’s team for the support they give all members on this side of the house. I wish 
all members opposite and around me all the best for Christmas and the New Year; I hope your families have 
a safe and happy Christmas. 

MR D.T. REDMAN (Warren–Blackwood — Leader of the National Party) [5.23 pm]: I would also like to 
add some end-of-the-year comments on the back of those made by the Leader of the House. Here we are in the 
centre of democracy in Western Australia; I know we all see it as a great privilege to play a part in it. It takes 
a lot of people to make democracy work. I think the list the Leader of the House went through showed, even in 
part, the number of people who support this place and its activities. There are the people who keep the chamber 
going, the people who are part of Parliament House itself and the people who are part of the parliamentary 
committees. I make special mention of Kirsten Robinson, who is the first female to be appointed as 
Clerk of the Assembly. I think I only ever saw Peter McHugh rattled once. We were in opposition, and 
I remember tabling a whole heap of products from my electorate. I very proudly laid them on the table and 
explained to people — 
Ms M.M. Quirk interjected. 
Mr D.T. REDMAN: Yes, the member for Girrawheen remembers it well! 

I remember going off to catch an aeroplane, and when I came back I said, “Where’s all that stuff I put on the 
table?” There were bottles of wine and Naked Bean coffee and all that sort of stuff. Someone said, 
“The ministers took it”! The ministers of the government of the day took it. That rattled the Clerk, because he 
had to work out the formal rules around stuff tabled in the Assembly. So far, I have not seen Kirsten rattled, 
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although we go through some little battles like we had today. She was still able to carry out her duties extremely 
well, as I know she will into the future. We even had one about amendments on amendments—I still did not 
track that—but I know the Acting Clerk at the time managed her way through that. 

I extend my thanks to the Nationals parliamentary team. It is a huge job, from our perspective. We cover a very, 
very large section of regional Western Australia and we have to deal with the travel. The member for Kimberley 
in particular comes from the furthest place in Western Australia, and just the challenge of getting to Parliament 
itself is huge. I acknowledge them and their contribution. I acknowledge the National Party staff who support our 
parliamentary effort. I acknowledge my deputy, Mia Davies. Last year I was not here because of the death of my 
brother, and she acknowledged that. She is now going through her own personal challenge, and we extend our 
sympathies for the loss of her grandfather. Although we run the democracy in this place, a whole heap of 
personal things happen behind everyone in this chamber that can sometimes be very challenging. 

My ministerial team has put in a huge effort. Jamie Henderson is my chief of staff. Those people work hugely 
behind the scenes to make things work. They pull things together in sometimes very challenging times. I include the 
whole ministerial team and the extended ministerial team of the two Nationals ministers who also assist in cabinet. 

I am going to beg your indulgence, Mr Speaker, and talk about electoral staff. Those who sit behind all members 
of Parliament do a huge job. I have two in Jeannette Trent and Bev Mulvihill. One of those ladies is on leave at 
the moment going through her own challenges. Quite frankly, they get us all elected and do an outstanding job. 
I think it is important to recognise the contribution they make. 

One of the most significant events of this year, as the Leader of the House mentioned, was the recognition of 
Aboriginal people in our Constitution. I pay tribute once again to Josie for bringing that into the chamber. We 
were able to work through that as a democracy. I think of all the things Parliament does and passes and puts 
through in legislation that then becomes law, that was one of those things that sort of put the hairs up on the back 
of the neck. To be part of this chamber when it happened was a privilege. I think we will look back on that one 
day as one of the most significant things that happened in the Western Australian Parliament. A lot of people 
support democracy, and we acknowledge them all. I hope they have a safe festive season, and I certainly look 
forward to them coming back in full flight for the 2016 season as we go through the final quarter. 

MR M. McGOWAN (Rockingham — Leader of the Opposition) [5.27 pm]: I join other members in 
acknowledging the year that was and participating in the Christmas speeches. This is a time for friendliness and 
bonhomie, and acknowledgement of the good things that happened throughout the year. But I must say that these 
are the Christmas speeches that nearly did not happen. The Leader of the House was nearly the Grinch who stole 
Christmas—he might allege it was the member for Mandurah who was the Grinch who stole Christmas! 
Anyway, these Christmas speeches nearly did not happen. No doubt today will be remembered for a range of 
things, of which one was that—others I cannot mention. 
I join in acknowledging a range of things and issues around Parliament. First of all, there was the departure of 
Peter McHugh, who was Clerk here for 25 years or thereabouts. He was well respected by all members. He 
announced his retirement and disappeared off relatively quickly, I thought—a matter of some months later. 
I acknowledge him and his replacement, Kirsten, who is here today. I also acknowledge Vince La-Galia, 
a former member of staff whom we all know. Vince is unwell. We all liked Vince and his work around the 
building, and we recently heard that he is unwell. Vince is a terrific guy, and I am sure we all wish him all the 
best. I acknowledge other staff—Hansard, in particular. I acknowledge the kitchen and bar staff, who I suppose, 
in terms of staff members around the building, apart from chamber staff, I would have the most to do with. 
I acknowledge the staff members who were nearly killed by the branch near the members’ car park that came 
down and missed a couple of outdoor staff. I wish them all the best on their survival of that incident. 
I acknowledge some of the improvements around the building. The most noticeable improvement I have seen is 
that the old picture board that was there for probably 100 years has now been replaced by a bunch of TVs with 
our photos on it. Every single time I walk past that picture board, the member for Hillarys is looking at me. What 
is going on there? Why is it that the member for Hillarys’ photo always appears to be on that board? I am sure it 
promotes a very visceral reaction from some members of this place, of whom I am not one! For some reason he 
is always there. 
I also acknowledge all the other staff throughout Parliament. I acknowledge my colleagues for their hard work 
throughout the year. Opposition is not easy and we do not have the resources of government. The Labor caucus 
has worked very hard throughout the year, which is the third year of a four-year term. As I said, it is not easy 
being in opposition. I acknowledge the member for Kimberley, Josie Farrer, on the Constitution Amendment 
(Recognition of Aboriginal People) Bill 2014 that she brought into this place last year and passed through 
Parliament this year. It is a really magnificent achievement for which Josie’s name will be recorded in the history 
books of Western Australia, and that is quite an achievement. I acknowledge the member for Midland on 
becoming the longest serving woman in the history of the Parliament with 7 500 or thereabouts days as 
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a member of this place—21-plus years. That is quite an achievement. I also acknowledge the member for Collie–
Preston, who has been unwell during the year. I am glad to see him looking so fighting fit and happy, as he 
always is. It is also his birthday today, so I acknowledge the member for Collie–Preston on all of those things 
and his special happiness today of course is related to his birthday. There is a big group assembling out in the 
courtyard to celebrate with him in a moment. 
I acknowledge my personal staff: my chief of staff, Guy Houston; my deputy chief of staff, Jo Gaines; and my 
press secretary, Reece Whitby, and all of my other staff. I thank my electorate office staff: Karina Graham, 
Sonia Morton, Jeff Baker and Dragana Flynn. In closing, I acknowledge the government, the Premier and the 
Leader of the House—it is great to see him here. I thank all members of the house for their work throughout the 
year. 
MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe — Premier) [5.32 pm]: I simply say to all members and to all parliamentary 
staff and to those who love them, I simply wish you a very happy and safe Christmas and holiday period. 

THE SPEAKER (Mr M.W. Sutherland): It is a very hard act to follow. I think The Leader of the House 
named everybody. Just to reiterate, there have been some big changes in the Legislative Assembly staff this year, 
and I think the dedication that Peter McHugh showed has permeated down, because we were able to fill the 
positions. Unfortunately, some people did not get the positions, but continued to give us very good service in the 
house. Congratulations to those people who got the positions. Thanks to Kirsten, together with her assistants, for 
averting another international incident today! We appreciate the advice that we get, which is always good. 
Thanks to the Sergeant-at-Arms, Isla, who does a lot of research behind the scenes that people do not know 
about, and is always very efficient in her duties in assisting me. As the Leader of the House and other people 
have mentioned, myriad services keep the place going. I must say that when I arrive at work in the morning and I 
come along Harvest Terrace and see the building and the gardens, I realise how lucky we are to have the hard 
work that goes into the building. Hopefully, when members come back after the recess, they will find some other 
improvements in the building and the white-ant damage will be gone from two places in the building. 
I especially want to mention the Parliamentary Education Office, because of the open day that we had at 
Parliament for the second year running. A lot of members were really impressed with the cardboard signs that 
were put up in the corridors and whatnot, but unfortunately they will be removed at the end of the sitting today. 
It was a great effort by the education office staff to put on the display.  

Of course, about 14 000 schoolchildren come through the building every year, and thanks to the members for 
buying them drinks and light snacks. I also want to thank Jaclyn Berry, my assistant, and David Griffiths, who 
attend to so many of our functions. I echo the Leader of the Opposition’s comments about Vincent La-Galia, whom 
we all know and who was really an institution here. We are going to be sending good wishes to Vince, and thanks 
to those people who contributed. Last but not least, thank you to the Deputy Speaker and to the Acting Speakers for 
their service during the year. It is very often not easy and sometimes they have to put out fires, but I think they do 
a sterling job. On both sides of the house, people are always keen to take the Chair, which is a great credit to them. 
We have our first reserve here in Ian Blayney, whom we call on from time to time. 

I just want to end off by saying that I wish all the best to you and your families. Have a Merry Christmas and 
a prosperous and happy new year. I believe that all of us in our own way try to do a bit to make the community 
a better place. We might go about it in different ways and have different philosophies, but I do not think any of 
us get up in the morning not wanting to do something positive. Thank you very much and all the very best. 

Question put and passed. 

House adjourned at 5.36 pm 

__________ 
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